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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

011 Wednesday, September 25, 1963. The Board met in the Board Room

at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman

Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepardson

Mr. Sherman, Secretary

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Sprecher, Assistant Director,

Division of Personnel Administration

Mr. Spencer, General Assistant, Office

of the Secretary

Mr. Brennan, Personnel Assistant, Division

of Personnel Administration

Professor Dan M. McGill of the Wharton School of Finance and

ectraerce, University of Pennsylvania, and Mr. George B. Buck, Actuary

l'OI" the Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks, were present

Mtrsuant to the understanding at the Board meeting on August 21, 1963,

that this meeting would be arranged for the purpose of discussing with

them jointly certain studies that Professor McGill had made in connection

\erith the Retirement System. These studies focused principally on

Mortality tables and interest rate assumptions.

There had also been under consideration by the Board a recom-

Mendation by the Division of Personnel Administration tha
t it be

4/4thorized to arrange with the Civil Service Commission and the Retire-

System of the Federal Reserve Banks for the transf
er to the Board

1344 of retirement credits of three members of the Board's staff.
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A memorandum covering the discussion of the aforementioned

matters is attached to these minutes as Item No 1.

At the conclusion of the discussion summarized in the attached

Illemorandimi, the meeting adjourned.

Secre



Item No. 1
9/25/63

Memorandum of discussion with Messrs. McGill and Buck

on September 25 1963

The following memorandum covers a discussion that members of

the Board had with Professor Dan M. McGill of the Wharton School of

Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania and Mr. George B.

Buck) Actuary for the Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks, on

September 25, 1963, at 10:00 a.m. Messrs. McGill and Buck visited the

/3(36krdis offices pursuant to a request by the Board to discuss certain

stUdies that Professor McGill had made in connection with the Retire-

at System. All of the members of the Board except Governor Mitchell

111'e present,* and Messrs. Sherman, Kenyon, Hackley, Sprecher, Brennan,

anci Spencer, from the Board's staff, also attended.

Chairman Martin welcomed Dr. McGill and Mr. Buck on behalf of

the Board, following which he opened the discussion with an invitation

rOr Governor Mills to comment.

Governor Mills noted that the Board was particularly interested

th views of Dr. McGill and Mr. Buck with respect to (1) adoption

1:)Y* the Retirement System of new mortality tables, and (2) interest

lite assumptions. In this connection there was also the matter that

1184 been brought recently to the Board by the Division of Personnel

---nlstration with regard to the crediting of service of three present

wlairman Martin and Governors Balderston, Mills, Robertson, and

Shepardson.
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employees of the Board who at one time worked at a Federal Reserve

Bank or branch, later left the employ of the Bank, and subsequently

eame under the Civil Service Retirement System of which they are now

Members.

Chairman Martin suggested at this point that the latter subject

be discussed first.

(In this connection, there had been distributed to the members

°t the Board a memorandum dated August 5, 1963, from the Division of

l'ersonnel Administration recommending that the Division be authorized

to arrange with the Civil Service Commission and the Retirement System

the Federal Reserve Banks for the transfer of retirement credits to

the 
Board Plan of the three members of the Board's staff. The memorandum

110Inted out that the three staff members had been employed at one time

14.1tb a Federal Reserve Bank or branch, that such Bank or branch service

'448 not considered by the Civil Service Retirement System to be Govern-

employment and was therefore noncreditable in their System, and

that
creditable service would be increased if their retirement accounts

transferred from the Civil Service Retirement System to the Board

P1411. The transfer of credits would be made on the technical basis of

rl'oneous enrollment" in the Civil Service Retirement System, the

°114 reason for which the Civil Service Commission would permit a with-

c1111/78-1 of funds by a Federal employee who remained in active service.

It slIch Withdrawal from membership in the Civil Service Retirement System

'4"e accomplished, the Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks
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could make membership in the Board Plan available to the individuals

Concerned, with credit for service while in the employ of the Reserve

Banks as well as the Board and other Government agencies. The memo-

noted that of the employees on the Board rolls who had varying

aaounts of service with the Federal Reserve Banks, all such Bank service

1184 been credited under the Board Plan, except in the three unusual

"taes where the employee separated from Federal Reserve employment,

then worked for a Federal agency or department where Civil Service

Re
tirement was mandatory, and later was employed or reemployed by the

B
oard.)

Governor Shepardson stated that the proposal to allow the three

e bers of the staff to transfer creditable service had been recommended

48 a matter of equity. He then turned to Governor Mills, noting that

the latter had had some questions at the time this matter was presented

to the Board in executive sessions on August 8 and 9, 1963.

Governor Mills said that one question was whether, if recovery

t the service credit were permitted for these individuals, the arrears

in the Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks would be made up

by
alaking monthly payments to fund the costs or whether the usual pro-

tire of a lump sum contribution should be followed, and if it were

(Tolle by a lump sum, what would the amount be. Another question concerned

the

the

a t that, on behalf of the individuals in this particular category,

Board had enjoyed a "free ride" for some years under the Civil

Sel'Nrice Retirement program, and he raised the question whether there

14a Justification for saying this particular proposal should be adopted
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vhere the "free ride," in effect, had reduced the expenses to
 the Federal

Reserve System--the Board in particular--whose excess earning
s, in the

last analysis, were Treasury funds, A third question, Governor Mills

said, stemmed out of the problem whether approval would s
et a precedent

for similar requests from members who were covered under the Bank
 Plan

Of the Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks. He wondered

vhether, as a matter of equity, a Bank employee who left System empl
oy-

Merit and returned to a Reserve Bank at some later date simil
arly would

be justified in asking to receive credit for the earlier se
rvice under

the Banks' Retirement Plan. This question had come up in one or two

illatances, and the Board should have in mind that, if the present

1141'0Posal were to be adopted, it might want to consider what treatment

11°11ld be equitable in such instances. Governor Mills indicated that

also would be interested in Mr. Buck's views on what the costs 
would

be in the event such credit were allowed.

Mr. Buck said that, as he understood the third 
question, it

zielated to the procedure that would give rise to a claim by
 a Bank

ell1Ployee who left and then came back and wanted to pick
 up that credit

UtIder the Bank Plan. In his opinion, the three cases now before the

11341'd would not set a precedent; he thought that 
the precedent was

ttlrieadY set because the Government allowed 
people upon reemployment to

131ek uP past credit, whereas the Reserve 
Banks allowed this only if

c°4tributions were left on deposit and the ga
p did not exceed two years.
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Governor Mills then inquired whether the Federal policy placed

an obligation on the employer to make good the contribution to pension

allowances that would have been made by the employer if Federal employ-

ment had been continuous.

Mr. Buck replied that, at the time an employee withdrew from

Pederal Reserve employment, there would have been a certain liability

established, and that under Board Plan procedure the Board would have

to Pick up any liability that had been previously released, if the

el111510Yee re-entered the Board Plan and was given credit for such earlier

service. Mr. Buck went on to say that the greatest argument in favor

Or alloving the three Board employees to transfer to the Board Plan

/las that past policy had allowed an employee who had received a refund

from Civil Service to transfer the Civil Service credits to the Board

?lan, and also that a person coming in today would be allowed to do

that. As to the question whether the Bank Plan should be liberalized

41°11g the lines of Civil Service, he said he would recommend against

dc/ing that. However, prlder the Board Plan there was a de facto situa-

tl°11, and that could not be argued against.

Mr. Buck then went on to present certain figures concerning

the
cost of crediting prior service for the three individuals, which

he Said could be paid either in a lump sum or by increasing the Board's

ctIrrent rate of contribution to the Retirement System by .15 per cent

Of PaYroll. That represented the actual value of the benefits the three

individuals would receive by reason of the transfer of the present service
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ami the picking up of their Reserve Bank credit. The transfer of exist-

Civil Service credits would not involve any additional cost to the

Treasury, but would merely shift liabilities fran one Federal retirement

Plan to another. By reason of the transfer, Mr. Buck stated, the

ek31oyer cost of the past service, most of which is now a liability of

the Civil Service Retirement System, would be about $227,8931 against

which Civil Service would refund some $16,000 in Board contributions

since 1957. Except for the additional Reserve Bank service credit,

there would be no actual increase in liability on account of the in-

dividuals, but simply a transfer of liabilities from the Civil Service

Plan to the Board Plan. There would be an increase in the Board's

l'eqUired contribution of about $18,400 a year.

Governor Robertson inquired whether Mr. Buck felt the Board

ahoUld assume the cost in these cases, to which Mr. Buck replied that

he thought the law and the practice that had been followed in other

caBes were good arguments in favor of doing so. In his view, it would

Beem that a strong precedent had been set and was being followed in the

e48e of new employees, and it might not be right to leave the three

iticlividuals concerned "out in the cold." Dr. McGill, upon being simi-

larlY questioned, replied that while be had no knowledge of the details

(4 the situations, what he had heard in the meeting would lead him to

rait°r crediting in the prior service.

Mr. Buck then went on to say, in response to a question by

1(/`ternor Mills, that the practice being followed in the case of new
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employees was one whereby) if an applicant from another Government

agency was to be employed by the Board today, he could resign from

the other Government agency, withdraw from the Civil Service Plan, join

the Board Plan, snd pick up all past creditable service. In any such

case the liability for the past Federal Reserve service would automat-

ically be a Board liability. This cost factor for past service had

not been broken down in the normal rate contributed by the Board to the

Retirement System, but was rather a function of total liability. It

1118 difficult to say how much you would lose or gain by picking up past

service.

Governor Mills asked whether a shift from the Civil Service Plan

to the Board or a Federal Reserve Bank imposed an additional cost on the

Federal Reserve System arising out of payments to the Federal Reserve

Retirement System) or whether it would be merely a comparable shift in

e'cc°1411ts from one retirement system to another.

Mr. Buck responded that there would be no transfer of funds.

irhe Civil Service Retirement System would lose the liability it had

144e4 a person under its plan withdrew. The Retirement System of the

l'eclellal Reserve Banks would pick up the liability. From the point of

Of the Treasury, there was no difference so far as the real cost

//ea 
concerned.

In reply to a question posed by Governor Balderston, Mr. Buck

84111 the actual amount of the Board's current contribution would increase
bee.

use its plan was being funded and, as was well known, Civil Service's
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Governor Shepardson inquired whether the total obligation to

Pay retirement benefits would be changed by the proposed shift, to which

Mr. Buck replied that Civil Service was aware that the 6-1/2 per cent

or Payroll now contributed to their plan by the employer was not what

needed to cover its costs. Thus, a comparison of that rate with

tbe 16.5 per cent rate now paid by the Board under the Board Plan was

not a comparison of the real costs.

Governor Balderston indicated it to be his understanding that,

if the present proposal were approved, the immediate result would mean

WI:ling the three Board employees concerned to the list of 48 other

nielzbers of the staff who have already had their Bank service credited.

Mr. Sprecher indicated that this was correct. His position on

these three individuals was similar to that stated by Mr. Buck. It was

the feeling of the Division of Personnel Administration that the three

14clividuals concerned had been "erroneously enrolled" in the Civil

Sel'vice Retirement System at the time their present employment with the

11°e'ra began. If those individuals had been under the Board Plan since

theil' employment with the Board, the Board would have been funding the

rieeessary costs in the Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks.

As
saw it, the matter was one of equity. While the cost factor was

0Po4tant, it was felt that equity was of basic significance in such

ettsese Mr. Sprecher went on to refer to the individual cases, noting

thacf .
If the individuals were not allowed credit for their service for
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emPloyment performed within the System family, they would lose substan-

tial retirement benefits.

Mr. Sherman referred to Mr. Buck's comment in which he had

indicated that there was a precedent for granting persons in Board employ

the right to reclaim prior service. He noted, however, that Mr. Buck

had said that he had recommended against persons employed by Federal

Reserve Banks being accorded the same privilege, and he wondered what

the distinction was in granting this privilege to persons in Board employ-

Ment as against employees of the Banks in terms of equity.

Mr. Buck said that when he talked about equity he had to think

ab°ut the positions of members of the Board's staff under the law as it

4°14 stood. He did not think one could argue very strongly as a matter

Of equity that Board Find Civil Service people should have this privilege

ama Reserve Bank people should not. However, the point at this time was

4°t between Bank people and Board people, but between certain members of

the Board's staff and other members of the Board's staff. Obviously,

there were a number of differences between retirement benefits available

444er the Bank Plan and the Board Plan, and in this particular respect

th—
e,--e was no question but that Board employees had more favorable treat-

tent than Bank employees.

Governor Mills then noted that in 1954 and 1955 Senator Williams

°r Delaware had made valid criticisms of Governmental retirement arrange-

erits in hearings or otherwise. The Senator had been concerned about

the Multiplicity of Governmental retirement systems, with various formulae
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under which employees might qualify. He urged consolidation of the plans

and adoption of a formula under which employees would be given credi
t

Only for that period of Government service during which they made con-

tributions according to the standard formula, thus eliminating the

IJ°satbility of maneuvering to obtain larger retirement credits. Governor

Mills went on to say that if someone in the employ of a Federal Reserve

44k subsequently went elsewhere, accumulated pension rights through

that 
employment, and then came back into the Federal Reserve Sys

tem,

there vas a question whether it was proper, even assuming he replac
ed

his contribution, for the Federal Reserve to go back and make go
od the

contribution that it would have otherwise made to retirement allo
wances.

This involved the possibility of an individual receiving two 
retirement

411°Ifs.11ces, one from a Federal Reserve Bank and another from 
services

rendered in other employment.

Governor Mills indicated, with respect to the three 
cases under

e°4aideration, that before a decision was reached by the 
Board he would

1118h to review the minutes of this discussion.

Governor Balderston then suggested that the 
Board might wish

tO ttlrn to a discussion of mortality tables and intere
st rate assump-

ti°48 for the Retirement System of the Federal Reserv
e Banks.

Chairman Martin noted that, in accor
dance with a suggestion by

11111' McGill and at the Board's request, Mr. Buck 
had prepared cost pro-

jeeti°ns on mortality and interest rate assumpt
ions which had been

e°4tained in a memorandum dated May 16, 1963; that Dr. McGill had
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sUbmitted comments on those projections under date of May 31, 1963;

and that Mr. Buck had prepared a summary of the main comments and

recommendations of Dr. McGill dated August 16, 1963, which had been

distributed to the members of the Board. The Chairman said that he had

fcund these materials most helpful, and he suggested that the Board

Proceed by first asking Dr. McGill to comment on Mr. Buck's summary

Port of August 16 regarding the comments and recommendations that had

been made earlier by Dr. MrGill.

Professor McGill noted that there were two specific questions

to be discussed, one relating to mortality tables and the other to the

interest rate assumptions. He pointed out, however, that these two

Matters could not be considered in a vacuum, it being necessary to

ccIlaider the other factors which enter into the cost of a pension plan.

He called special attention to the assumptions as to rate of employee

Ifithdrawals from the System and the assumptions as to future salaries.

The first is a cost deflating factor, while the second is a cost in-

factor, particularly when the benefits are based upon the five

c°nsecutive years of highest earnings.

Dr. McGill indicated that the Actuary's assumptions as to em-

111°Yee withdrawals have been very much on the conservative side, actual

lqthdrawals greatly exceeding assumed withdrawals. However, this factor

°Perates only during the first ten years of service since benefits vest

litter that period. The assumptions as to salary scales have not re-

lected the actual increases in compensation that have occurred over
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the past several years. This has led to actuarial losses for the

System. Thus far it would appear that the gains with respect to employee

vithdrawals have approximately offset the losses arising out of salary

increases. Since the salary projections in use do not attempt to predict

the effect of inflation and may not even accurately portray the normal

Salary progression over a period of time, it seems likely that actuarial

271-11.2! from salary scales will in the future more than offset the gains 

rrom employee withdrawals. This would suggest that the mortality and

interest assumptions should be more conservative than they would other-

vise need to be.

In connection with his assignment regarding the mortality tables

4na interest rate assumptions, Professor McGill said that he had re-

Mr. Buck to make certain cost projections and that the results

4nd estimates were contained in Mr. Buck's memorandum of May 16, 1963.

He vent on to note that in 1961 the Retirement Committee, on the basis

of recommendations from Mr. Buck, had formally indicated that it would

like to see adopted a new set of mortality tables and an increased

interest assumption with respect to future evaluations of liability and

the Pricing of annuities; that was to say, the GA 1951 Table without

Projection and a 3-1/2 per cent interest assumption. When he was

orimanally asked to comment upon the Retirement Committee's decision,

l'esressor McGill said, his recommendation was to use the Group Annuity

table for 1951 with projection C (a projection for a somewhat greater

l'edlIction in annuitant mortality than that envisioned in the Annuity
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Table for 1949) and a 3 per cent interest assumption. However, he had

indicated that if it was felt that such recommendation was too conserva-

tive or that it would increase the contribution rate too greatly, then

his second choice would be the GA 1951 Table with a 15-year margin at

3 Per cent. The mortality assumptions in Mr. Buck's recommendations

to 
the Retirement Committee included an 8-year margin for male lives

4411 5 years for female lives.

On the matter of the interest rate, Professor McGill said that

this matter had to be viewed as a long-run venture rather than in terms

(If what the interest earnings would be over the next few years. He did

11(lt have any doubt that the Federal Reserve fund would earn 3-1/2 per

cent interest over the next 15 or 20 years; however, in pricing annuities

Ile believed there should be assumed an obligation covering 50 years into

the future. In his opinion, the interest assumption should be one that

°Q4101 be realized for the indefinite future. Professor McGill noted

ti14t, according to a recent Internal Revenue ruling with which he strongly

-tsreed, interest rate assumptions should reflect potential earnings

cill" only the next few years. His judgment was that a retirement system

sh°111d assume earnings at a rate that would be supported over more than

°Ile cycle, and his conviction in this regard was the basis for recommend-

a 3 per cent rate.

Professor McGill repeated that his original recommendatio
n was

to
 
Use the GA 1951 table with projection C at 3 per cent. However, he

44d 40W modified his position somewhat and had gone from the original
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Choice to one involving the adoption of the GA 1951 mortality table with

a 15-year projection at 3-1/2 per cent. As he indicated in his memorandum,

arIcl as Mr. Buck had summarized in his August 16 report, the first recom-

mendation would produce a rate for buying annuities that was lower than

the range of rates offered by several leading insurance companies today

tor deferred group annuities.

Professor McGill said that Mr. Buck had now agreed that it would

be wise to use the GA 1951 Table with a 15-year margin at 3.5 per cent.

Mr. Buck had also gone along with the recommendation that the annuities

be made participating as to earnings that exceeded the interest rate.

It was Professor McGill's view that since people were compelled to be in

the Retirement System, they should be given interest on their awn con-

tributions comparable to what they would receive if the contributions

were invested by them outside the Retirement System.

With respect to the results of Mr. Buck's termination-of-plan

calculations, Professor McGill said that he was greatly reass
ured and

that he felt the Board itself should be: if the Retirement Sys
tem of

the Federal Reserve Banks were now to be terminated, the 
assets would

exceed the liabilities. The test certainly indicated that the Retire-

System was sound, and no action seemed called 
for in this regard.

Professor McGill went on to speak of another
 concept of termina-

t14g the retirement plan at a given time. For example, if it were

4esumed that entrance into the plan were cut off 
today and that no new

ila'rticipants were added hereafter, but that the 
plan would be continued
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Until the last person who was now a member died or withdrew and that

the benefit accruals would be adjusted to take account of any future

eslarY increases of present members that would affect their best five

Years of continuous service--if that type of calculation were to be

niscle, the result would be different and there would not be such a sub-

stantial surplus of assets. However, the important thing was that if

the plan should be terminated today and it was decided to buy annuities

'with the assets, it would be possible to do so and have a sum left over.

Professor McGill went on to say that he would recommend that a

similar evaluation be made every five years. In view of the check that

484 recently been made, the Retirement System, he felt, was in excellent

condition. If the concept of termination was thought of in terms of

terminating the plan today, then the market value of the assets should

be taken into account. In view of all factors, Professor McGill re-

°'1111.1 L, he would recommend the use of the GA 1951 Table with a 15-year

11114rgin at 3-1/2 per cent.

In response to certain questions by Governor Shepardson,

Plic/fessor McGill noted that the termination-of-plan computations by

13uck had demonstrated that if the retirement plan had been closed

°n a recent certain date the assets would substant
ially exceed the

liabilities.

In reply to a question by Governor Balderston on whet
her there

1446 a melon to be cut, Professor McGill said he fe
lt that no melon should

he cut, that the fruit was now green at best; but it was important to see
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that no melon was permitted to grow in the future on the funds attributed

to employee contributions. Personally, he felt the Retirement System

Ifas justified in retaining excess earnings that had accumulated in the

Past but would not be in the future.

Mr. Buck said that he would like to speak of a dividend proposal

that might come up in future discussions. His feeling, he said, was

that all excess funds accumulated should not be divided up but that a

Portion should be allowed to continue to build up the two reserve accounts.

Under this proposal, it was contemplated that in the future excess earnings

Shod be pro rated to all accounts. Part of such earnings on members'

contributions would be credited to the individual accounts and part

shoUld continue to be credited into reserves against investments or

l'eserves against insufficient earnings.

There followed a brief discussion in connection with a possible

141Y of financing cost of living increases for Board Plan retirees men-

tioned by Mr. Buck, at the conclusion of which discussion turned to the

desirability of having a noncontributory retirement system for the

Reserve Banks. Professor McGill noted that if there were any possibility

that such a plan would be adopted, then he would urge that no prior

4ction be taken on the mortality and interest recommendations now pending.

Governor Balderston observed that a noncontributory plan might

telte the Federal Reserve System out of the insurance business, which,

rl'elm his view, would be a good thing. It would also eliminate the need

r°1' cost of living adjustments.
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Professor McGill commented that under a noncontributory plan

there would be no separate members' accounts and that it would be much

sinlpler to administer.

Governor Mills asked Professor McGill whether there was any

sound reason to continue to carry reserve accounts against remote future

risks.

Professor McGill replied that he thought they were necessary--

that it was important to have contingency reserves.

At this point Mr. Buck said that he would like to state that

he and Professor McGill were much more in agreement than it might appear,

44a that any disagreement was merely a matter of degree. In this connec-

ti°n, Mr. Buck said that Professor McGill had pointed out that his

estimates of Federal Reserve salary scales were too low, that the in-

factor was omitted. In his opinion, Mr. Buck said, the fact

that withdrawals of members were greater than anticipated tended to

bsaance out the impact of higher salaries than anticipated. The reason

r°1* this, as he saw it, was that in times of high economic activi
ty and

iktiation people tended to switch jobs more readily. In the era of the

clePression, withdrawals were few and salary increases and
 inflation less.

'47 scales were projected to reflect normal career progres
s. In

his
View, the System should not try to protect now against future

ilarlation--it would have to pay out more valuabl
e dollars now for less

VEQUable dollars in the future.
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With respect to interest rates, Mr. Buck said that he did not

believe that the interest rate selected should be at a level that could

alvays be met by income on investments in every cycle. In 20 years it

//as possible to go through a cycle where earnings would be 2-3/4 per

cent at one point and 4-1/2 per cent at another.

Professor McGill reiterated that he would go along with the

l'ecommendation on valuation of liabilities even though he felt the 3

Per cent interest with 15-year margin could be used. However, in his

viev it was a mistake to guarantee a 3-1/2 per cent annuity rate payment

011 members' contributions. He would agree there was no legal obligation

t° continuing a single base rate for all purposes, but admittedly this

had always been the practice.

In reply to a comment by Governor Balderston, Professor McGill

said that he felt the Retirement System was in the position of under-

'‘ll'iting pension benefits. There was a degree of moral responsibility for

bEtndling an employee's money- where there was a guarantee of interest and

conversion rate.

Governor Mills suggested that during the discussio
n there had

been proposals to adopt mortality table GA 1951 with a 
15-year projection,

tO fund liabilities at 3-1/2 per cent, to place earnin
gs above 3.5 per cent

14 the reserves as they accumulated from time to 
time, and then after the

Ceilings for the reserves were met to consider dis
tributing some excess

eal4,4
'A-Lngs to individual members' accounts, after which the remaining excess
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earnings would be available to reduce the contribution of the Banks and

the Board. When you go to a 3-1/2 per cent rate, Governor Mills said,

the effect would be to divert excess funds from the reserve accounts and

thus reduce the amounts the Banks would contribute to the plan. Governor

Mills also noted Mr. Buck's feeling that the Retirement System should

e°nsolidate the two reserves--the reserve for income deficiency and the

reserve against investment losses.

Mr. Buck commented that a proportion of the excess earnings would

be distributed over all employers' and employees' accounts without dis-

t
inction.

In response to a question by Governor Shepardson, Professor

answered that excess earnings could be used to reduce the Banks'

Ilttes of contribution, or to help meet cost of living increases that

Illight become necessary under the Board Plan.

Mr. Buck commented that at the time an employee retired he was

al'anted a retirement allowance consisting of an annuity provided by his

contributions and a pension provided by his employer's contributions,

44a he did not think it was necessary or particularly desirable to make

Et distinction between annuity and pension on the sharing of excess in-

rest earnings with respect to retired employees.

As the discussion drew to conclusion, Governor Balderston cam-

41e11ted that he was greatly comforted by the fact that the Retirement

eY'steln was adequately funded as of the moment, the question that was the

(41* inal and paramount concern of the Board some months ago.
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Chairman Martin commented that he also was

information presented.

ened by the


